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Abstract
�ere are context-dependent behaviors that are active only when
a certain condition holds, and that require a certain transition
process before activation. We propose a layer-activation mecha-
nism of context-oriented programming languages for such context-
dependent behaviors. Our mechanism supports the implicit layer
activation (as opposed to the event-based layer activation) in a
sense that a condition of activation is wri�en as a conditional ex-
pression over reactive values (e.g., values obtained from sensors).
In addition, it is push-based in a sense that it executes the tran-
sition process immediately a�er the condition becomes valid (as
opposed to the mechanisms that defer the transition process until
the �rst execution of a context-dependent behavior). In this paper,
we present how this mechanism works in an extension of ServalCJ
with push-based reactive values, and identify open issues raised by
this proposal.
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1 Introduction
Context-Oriented Programming (COP) is an approach to improve
the modularity of behavioral variations that depend on contexts. A
number of COP languages provide linguistic constructs that mod-
ularize such variations using layers and dynamically activate/de-
activate them according to the executing contexts [5, 9]. A layer
de�nes partial methods, which run before, a�er, or around a call
of a method with the same signature de�ned in a class only when
the layer is activated. �ese constructs give advantages to COP
in modularity, because partial methods can change the original
behavior by activating layers without changing the base classes.

�ere are cases where such context-dependent behaviors are ac-
tive only when a certain condition holds, and that require a certain
transition process that should be executed immediately when the
layer is activated and deactivated. For example, we can consider a
smartphone application that changes its layout (context-dependent
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behavior) according to the screen’s orientation. In this application,
this orientation (context) is represented as a condition over sensor
values, and the process that rotates the display and changes the
layout (transition process) should be performed immediately when
the sensors detect a new orientation.

�ere have been COP constructs to achieve such requirements.
Implicit layer activation has been proposed in the existing COP
languages [3, 13, 18] to represent such condition-based layer ac-
tivation. �e transition processes are also supported by existing
COP languages [12, 13].

Unfortunately, existing implicit layer activation mechanisms
are incompatible with the immediate execution of the transition
processes. �is is due to the evaluation strategy of the conditional
expression in the implicit layer activation. �e existing languages
adopt the pull strategy where the conditional expression is eval-
uated only when one of the layered methods (i.e., methods that
have partial methods) is called. �is strategy is based on the as-
sumption that the layer activation a�ects only method dispatch,
which contradicts with the immediate execution of the transition
processes. In this strategy, the layer activation is delayed until the
�rst execution of one of the layered methods, which also postpones
the execution of the transition processes. �us, the display is not
rotated at the time the sensor detects a new orientation, which is
not the behavior that the programmer expects.

To address this problem, we propose a push-based reactive layer
activation mechanism where a speci�ed layer is immediately ac-
tivated/deactivated when the condition changes. To realize the
reactive layer activation, we utilize reactive values in the conditions
for layer activation. �e layer activation is considered as an e�ect
of the update of the reactive values. We discuss how this mech-
anism addresses the aforementioned problem in an extension of
ServalCJ [13], which supports both implicit layer activation and
transition processes, with reactive values introduced by SignalJ [11].
We also provide some open issues that are raised by this proposal.

�e remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
revisits the background of COP and identi�es the problem. Section 3
introduces existing work on which this paper is based, and proposes
a push-based reactive layer activation mechanism. �is section
also shows how the push-based reactive layer activation addresses
the aforementioned problem. Section 4 provides some open issues
raised by this proposal. Section 5 discusses the related work. Finally,
Section 6 concludes.

2 Implicit Layer Activation, Transition
Processes, and�eir Problems

In this section, we revisit COP mechanisms and describe our moti-
vation.
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Figure 1. Layers, partial methods, and layered methods. �e layer
Landscape overrides the behavior of PlayerView if it is activated.
A layered method is a method that includes partial methods. In this
�gure, onDraw is a layered method, while rotate is not.

contextgroup Orientation(Sensor sensor) {
activate Landscape if(sensor.value > THRESHOLD);
activate Portrait when !Landscape;

}

Figure 2. Implicit layer activation in ServalCJ

2.1 Layers
Context-oriented programming (COP) provides a modularization
mechanism for implementing related context-dependent behav-
ior, which crosscuts several existing classes, into a single module,
which is called a layer. Furthermore, each layer can be dynamically
composed and decomposed with the application, which we call
layer activation and deactivation, respectively. Each layer consists
of a set of partial methods, which changes the behavior of the orig-
inal methods in classes when the speci�ed layer is activated. In
this paper, we also use an additional terminology to call a method
whose behavior is changed by some partial methods as a layered
method (Figure 1).

For example, we consider a smartphone application that changes
its layout according to the screen’s orientation. �ere are two
contexts, namely, portrait and landscape, and in this application, we
have two corresponding layers, namely, Portrait and Landscape.
As an Android application consists of a set of Activitys, and each
of them may provide di�erent ways of layout for each portrait
and landscape contexts, these context-dependent behaviors are
crosscu�ing concerns and layers modularize them. When the value
of the orientation sensor changes to exceed the threshold, the other
layer is activated to change the layout of the application.

2.2 Implicit Layer Activation
A number of layer activation mechanisms have been proposed to
date: including per-control-�ow activation, which activates speci�ed
layers using with-blocks [1, 5], imperative activation, which acti-
vates layers using imperative commands [7, 8], event-based activa-
tion, which activates speci�ed layers using declarative events [2, 12],
implicit activation, which activates speci�ed layers using condition-
als [3, 18], and the generalized layer activation mechanism [13].

Among them, the implicit layer activation mechanism provides
an intuitive way to specify when the layer is activated using a condi-
tional expression. While other activation mechanisms require that
the places where activation takes place in the base program are ex-
plicitly speci�ed, the implicit layer activation provides an intuitive

mapping from conditions that represent contexts to the activated
layers. For example, the activation of Landscape is speci�ed as a
condition of the orientation sensor.

We show this activation using an example wri�en in implicit
layer activation provided by ServalCJ [13] (Figure 2), whose syntax
is of the form:

activate LAYER if(exp);

where LAYER is the name of layer and exp is an expression of
type boolean. �is code fragment speci�es the activation of the
layer Landscape using the activate declaration. �e construct
contextgroup declares a set of related activate declarations in
that they specify layer activation for some speci�ed group of ob-
jects. �e condition is speci�ed as an expression followed by the
keyword if; i.e., Landscape is activated whenever sensor.value
> THRESHOLD returns true, and is deactivated otherwise. �e acti-
vation of Portrait is speci�ed using the activation of Landscape;
i.e., Portrait is activated when Landscape is not activated.

2.3 Transition Processes
Sometimes, layer activation requires some transition processes a�er
the activation. For example, when the activated layer is switched
from Portrait to Landscape, the current display should be rotated
and the layout should be changed immediately. To describe this
transition process, some COP languages such as EventCJ [12] and
ServalCJ [13] provide activate blocks1. For example, to rotate the
display when Landscape is activated, we can specify the following
activate block within that layer:

layer Landscape {
class PlayerView extends View {

activate {
rotate(); // Rotate the display and
invalidate(); // change the layout

}
}

}

When Landscape is activated, this activate block rotates the display
and changes the layout.

2.4 Problems in Implicit Layer Activation
One issue in realizing implicit layer activation is determining when
the condition is evaluated. Semantically, this condition is evalu-
ated at the every execution step, which imposes a huge amount of
overheads on the program execution. �us, basically, the existing
COP languages follow the pull strategy: the layer activation is de-
termined when one of the layered methods is called. �us, when
the sensor value changes to exceed a threshold, the layer activation
is delayed until one of the layered methods is called (Figure 3). �is
strategy is based on the assumption that the layer activation a�ects
only method dispatch, and thus this delay does not change the
language semantics.

However, this strategy does not work if there is a transition
process that should be executed immediately when the activated
layer is switched. For example, when the sensor value changes to
exceed the threshold, the transition process to rotate the display and
change the layout has to be executed, and this transition process
1Similarly, transition process that is executed at the time of layer deactivation is wri�en
in deactivate blocks
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Figure 3. Pull-based implicit layer activation. Rotation of the
display and layout change do not occur until t2, even though the
sensor detects new orientation at t1.

is speci�ed in the activate block of the related layer. If the layer
activation is delayed, the execution of this transition process is also
delayed, which is not the behavior that the programmer expects.

Another problem in implicit layer activation is that it makes it
di�cult to perform a static analysis to determine when the speci�ed
layer is activated. For example, determining the control-�ow graph
nodes where some layers are activated and deactivated is useful for
checking required properties between layers, such as exclusions and
dependencies between layers [17]. Using implicit layer activation,
we need to conservatively analyze every execution points that can
change the value of the conditional, which might be imprecise and
requiring a whole program analysis.

3 Push-based Reactive Layer Activation
�e abovementioned problems call for another evaluation strategy
for conditions in the implicit layer activation. We propose a push-
based reactive layer activation mechanism where the condition
is wri�en using reactive values. We extend ServalCJ [13], a COP
language with generalized layer activation, to support reactive
values, and explain how this extension addresses the problem.

3.1 Reactive Values
We brie�y explain reactive values introduced to ServalCJ. �is
mechanism is based on SignalJ [11]. In this extension, reactive
values are called signals, which are used to represent functional
dependencies between values that are updated during computation
in a declarative way. A signal is stored in a variable declared with
the signal modi�er. For example, the following code fragment
declares two signals, a and b, where signal b depends on a:

signal int a = 5;
signal int b = a + 3;
a++;
System.out.println(b); // display 9

We refer to a signal that depends on other signals as a composite
signal, which represents a functional dependency between signals.
A signal depends on all signals that appear in the right-hand side
of the initialization (=) of the signal. For example, b in the above
code fragment is a composite signal that depends on a; i.e., when
the value of a is updated, this update is propagated to b, resulting

in the update of the value of b. �is dependency is �xed during
the execution. �is means that reassignment of a value to b is not
allowed in SignalJ, and the value of b is updated only through the
update of a.

On the other hand, a in the above code fragment does not depend
on any other signals. �is is considered a source of the signal
network, and its value can be imperatively updated at runtime. We
refer to this signal as a source signal. �e change in the source signal
is implicitly propagated to other signals that depend on this source
signal. �us, initially the value of b in the above code fragment is
8, but a�er that the value of a is updated by a++, the value of b
becomes 9. �e update of all the dependent signals is performed at
the time of the update of the source signal. �us, the update of b
simultaneously occurs when a is updated, and 9 is displayed when
println is called a�er a++.

An update of a signal is considered an event. For example, we
can implement an event handler that responds to an update in
the signal. An event handler is a lambda expression or a method
reference that is passed to the subscribe method called on the
signal. �e following code fragment shows an example:

signal int a = 5;
a.subscribe(e -> System.out.println(e));
a++; // display 6

�e handler is called whenever the signal is updated. �us, the
lambda expression passed to the subscribe is called at the subse-
quent a++, and the value of a, which is now 6, is displayed. �e
formal parameter represents the value of the signal when the han-
dler is called.

We note that, in this data-driven (push) [6] computation, the
data dependency that is necessary to propagate the updates is
determined statically by traversing the declarations of composite
signals; i.e., every update of every signal in the right-hand side of
the signal declaration is propagated to the declared (le�-hand side)
signal2.

�e backend of SignalJ is implemented using RxJava23. A source
signal is implemented using BehaviorProcessor, and a composite
signal is implemented using Flowable. �e event handler (sub-
scriber) is also implemented using the subscription mechanism in
RxJava2. Furthermore, the propagation and event handlers can be
executed in the di�erent threads using the scheduler mechanism
provided by RxJava2.

3.2 Reactive Layer Activation
We show the push-based reactive layer activation (as opposed to
the existing ServalCJ strategy) that li�s the conditional expression
in if to signal boolean when that contains at least one signal.
We add the following syntax:

activate LAYER if(sexp);

where sexp is an expression of type signal boolean that contains
at least one signal. We refer to the example of implicit layer acti-
vation in Figure 2. First, when signals are used in the conditional

2SignalJ also supports the pull strategy, i.e., the value of the signal is evaluated at the
time the signal is accessed, and thus the signal networks are not limited to the static
ones. However, in SignalJ, every event handler needs to be called in the push-based
manner and is supported only by static networks.
3h�ps://github.com/ReactiveX/RxJava/tree/2.x
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Figure 4. Propagation of updates in the sensor value to the layer
activation.

expression in if, this conditional expression is considered a com-
posite signal. For example, assuming that the �eld value of sensor
is declared as a signal, i.e., if value is declared as follows,

class Sensor {
signal int value = ..; ... }

the conditional expression sensor.value > THRESHOLD is a com-
posite signal whose value is updated every time the value of value
changes.

Second, the layer activation is considered an e�ect of the update
of the conditional expression. We explain this semantics using
a translation from the layer activation in ServalCJ to the event
handler of the reactive value. For example, the layer activation in
Figure 2 is translated to the following signal and its handler:

signal boolean _cond_Landscape =
sensor.value > THRESHOLD;

_cond_Landscape.subscribe( e ->
{ if (e) activateLayer(Landscape);

else deactivateLayer(Landscape); } )

�e signal representing the conditional expression, namely,
cond Landscape, has an event handler that controls the activa-
tion of Landscape. �is handler is called every time the signal is
updated. �is handler receives the value of the signal at the time
of the call as an argument; the handler activates Landscape if this
value is true, and deactivates that layer otherwise.

A subtle issue is when the layer activation is performed, as the
handler is executed every time a source signal is assigned a value.
�e activateLayer operation �rst checks whether the speci�ed
layer is activated, and then activates that layer only when it is not
activated; otherwise, this operation does nothing. �is semantics
suppresses unnecessary layer activation, which may change the
program behavior because layer activation changes the ordering of
activated layers.

We illustrate how this mechanism addresses the aforementioned
problem using Figure 4. First, the value of the sensor, which is now
declared as a signal, changes to exceed the prede�ned threshold.
�is changes the value of the condition, which is also a signal, from
false to true. �is update calls the event handler, which activates
Landscape. �is activation further executes the transition process
described in the activate block. �is cascade is performed at the

time of the update of the sensor value. �us, the layer activation is
not delayed but performed immediately when the sensor detects
the di�erent orientation. In other words, the sensor is periodically
updated, and every update of the sensor triggers the execution of
the event handler, which checks the condition and activates the
layer if that condition holds.

We brie�y note that where the object sensor comes from. A
context group can be instantiated using the standard constructor
invocation. If the context group declares formal parameters, the
constructor invocation has to take arguments for each parameter.
In Figure 2, the context group Orientation declares one formal
parameter, sensor. �us, it is instantiated by providing an instance
of Sensor:

Orientation o = new Orientation(getSensor());

We can explicitly specify objects that subscribe this instance (o). �e
layer activation controlled by o takes e�ect on all such subscribers.

We note that, this mechanism also makes it easy to trace the
place where the layer activation occurs in the source code, be-
cause the dependency between signals is determined statically; i.e.,
events that may trigger layer activation are determined as updates
of statically-known source signals. �us, our proposal is also com-
patible with the existing method to detect invalid layer activation
using static program analysis [17]. �is compensates for the im-
plicit layer activation where determining the layer activation points
in the source code is di�cult in general.

4 Open Issues
�e above discussion shows that the push-based reactive layer
activation addresses the problem of implicit layer activation that
is used with transition processes. As this work is still in its early
stage of the research, there are also a number of open issues, which
are described as follows.

4.1 Interoperability with Existing Framework
One issue arises when the proposed language is used with the exist-
ing framework that does not utilize the reactive values. For example,
the sensor values obtained by Android SDK are not provided as
reactive values. Ideally, it is desirable that such time-varying values
are provided as reactive values. However, we may also take another
approach. Most reactive languages provide li�ing that converts
non-reactive values to reactive ones. Using this mechanism, we
can easily implement a wrapper that li�s existing sensor values to
reactive values. For example, by periodically updating the reactive
values by li�ing legacy sensor values in a di�erent thread, we can
provide a sensor-monitoring thread with reactive values.

4.2 Interferences between Layer Activation and Reactive
Values

Executing a transition process as an e�ect of an update of a reactive
value raises another issue when another update of the reactive
value occurs within the transition process. �is update within the
transition process may trigger another layer activation or deac-
tivation. �is can be problematic. For example, if the transition
process of an activate block triggers deactivation of a layer, and
if another transition process of a deactivate block of that layer
triggers activation of the same layer, this cascade of activation/deac-
tivation results in an in�nite loop. As this loop looks unintentional,
it should be avoided.
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One drastic solution to this problem is to prohibit updates of
reactive values within the transition processes. However, updates of
reactive values (and cascading layer activation) within the transition
processes might be useful in some cases. �us, simply prohibiting
any updates of reactive values within the transition process might
be undesirable.

To understand the essence of this issue, we �rst need to distin-
guish the intentional updates within the transition process from
the unintentional ones. It would be be�er if we can formally de�ne
such unintentional updates. �en, static analyses would be de�ned
on the basis of this formalization.

4.3 Interruptible Execution
Transition processes are related with interruptible execution [3]
in that the interruption process may be speci�ed in the transition
process in our se�ing. In the interruptible execution, the context-
dependent behavior can be interrupted when the context changes,
and can be resumed a�er that context becomes active again. One
issue arises when this resuming process consists of the execution
of multiple layered methods, as the existing interruptible execution
can resume only the interrupted layered method. �e transition
process in response to an update of a reactive value can specify
such multiple layered methods and thus might help, though the
interruption and resuming mechanisms in our se�ing remain as
future work.

4.4 Performance
�e �nal issue is regarding performance. In some cases where up-
dates of reactive values frequently occur, the push-based approach
is not advantageous against the pull-based approach with respect to
the execution performance. To study this issue, we �rst need to eval-
uate the performance overhead imposed by the push-based reactive
activation using couples of applications. �is evaluation includes
microbenchmarking and pro�ling. If there is some overhead that
should not be overlooked, then we may equip some optimization
techniques such as pushing updates only when they are necessary.
�is direction of research also remains as future work.

5 Related Work
Inoue and Igarashi proposed a layer activation mechanism that
utilizes reactive values [10]. As in our approach, in this mechanism,
the reactive value is used as a condition that determines the layer
activation. However, this reactive value is evaluated when one
of the layered methods is called. �us, this mechanism actually
takes the pull-strategy, as in the other implicit layer activation, and
does not solve the problems identi�ed in this paper. Nevertheless,
the same mechanism can also be implemented in the se�ing of
their approach, as their reactive values are taken from signals in
REScala [15], which provides the push-based signals and conver-
sions between signals and events. We can de�ne an event that is
converted from the signal used in the layer activation speci�cation.
�en, we can register an event handler that executes the behavior
in the activate block to that event.

Our proposal bridges a gap between event-based activation and
implicit one in that, while the layer activation is speci�ed as a con-
ditional expression, it is performed in an event-driven manner by
considering an update of the conditional expression as an event.
A number of e�ectful reactive values have been proposed in lan-
guages that are not Java-based [4, 14, 16]. We believe that those

proposals can be adopted to implement our proposal in other host
languages, as those provide a mechanism to represent an e�ect of
an update of a reactive value, and our proposal shows that layer
activation is realized as an e�ect of such an update.

6 Concluding Remarks
�is paper has proposed a push-based reactive layer activation
mechanism, and demonstrated how this mechanism works in the
extension of ServalCJ with reactive values. �e problem of the
implicit layer activation, i.e., the transition process is not executed
at the time of an update of the reactive value, is addressed by
propagating that update and realizing layer activation as an e�ect
of that propagation. �is proposal is considered as a bridge that
relates implicit layer activation with the event-based one, which
compensate for the disadvantage of the implicit layer activation.
�is paper also identi�es open issues that will develop further
research.
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